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Year: 2013-2014
Make: Ford
Model: Mustang GT500

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
What’s in the Box:

(1) Upper Mesh Grill, (1) Lower Mesh Grill, (16) Ties, Bases & Screws.

Tool List: 7mm Hex Socket, Ratchet, Ramps or Lift, Wire Cutters (to trim the install ties).

Upper Bumper Opening Installation:
Remove the splash guard by popping self-retaining tabs.

You can see into the space behind grille opening, but cannot put mesh in from above due to an attached tab from air deflector
to latch; you must work the mesh into place from the opening in the grille front.

Fit mesh into front grill to check size and position. The mesh should rest on 3 tabs at the bottom of the inside grille opening and
the top "shoulders" will stick up just above top rim if inside grille opening. This may require slight flexing of the mesh.

Place 3 self adhesive retention tabs on the 3 plastic tabs on inside of lower opening, 2 on top by shoulders and 1 on each side.
Attach zip ties on the tabs, leaving ends open.
Please note: If the adhesive tabs are not adhering as well as you like or if they come loose, you may need to reinforce the
installation of the tabs. Extra adhesive (such as silicone RTV or Automotive Goop) around the perimeter of the bottom of the
tab, or use of the supplied small black screws, can work in some circumstances. If you use the supplied small black screws, make
sure to not apply them in areas where they would protrude through the front of the bumper or come in contact with another
component that may become damaged.

When mesh is in place, close zip ties and trim tail. Replace hood splash guard and the top portion of the mesh install is
complete.

Lower Bumper Opening Installation:
Remove the front air splitter w a 7mm hex socket. This is best done with car up on ramp or lift. There are several hex screws
holding this in place.
The mesh will fit into the gap shown below, between bumper support and heat exchanger.

Insert mesh from below, insuring proper side to side fitment. If too tight, trim one row of hexes off with snips and reapply
rubber gasket. The top of the mesh fits nicely into the gap under the white fender cover and the black styrofoam bumper filler.

Once proper fit is found, remove mesh and apply self-adhesive mounting bases to sides and bottom of opening. No need to
apply on top as the top portion of the mesh will be held in place in the gap. Two mounting bases on each side and two on the
bottom are recommended.
Please note: If the adhesive tabs are not adhering as well as you like or if they come loose, you may need to reinforce the
installation of the tabs. Extra adhesive (such as silicone RTV or Automotive Goop) around the perimeter of the bottom of the
tab, or use of the supplied small black screws, can work in some circumstances. If you use the supplied small black screws, make
sure to not apply them in areas where they would protrude through the front of the bumper or come in contact with another
component that may become damaged.
Once mesh is in place on all four sides, reach your hand up into the gap shown in picture with the air splitter missing and pull the
zip tie tight. Reach up with a snips and trim ends of the ties. Mesh doesn’t fit completely flush with the rear portion of the black
grille opening on the bottom, but will be flush on the top; mesh will be snug on all 4 sides however.

Installation should be complete, enjoy!

PLEASE NOTE: The instructions provided are the suggested installation method. If you feel that the installation instructions are
inadequate or unsafe then please feel free to develop your own installation techniques that fit your exact needs.
customcargrills.com llc is not liable for any personal or property damage resulting from our products. If you have any
suggestions on how to improve our installation instructions then please email your comments to info@customcargrills.com .

